CELEX 2 User Agreement

This user agreement is provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium on behalf of the Centre for Lexical Information (CELEX) as a condition of accepting the databases described herein.

In the remainder of this document the term User refers to ________________ of _____________________, and the term User's research group refers to ________________________

This letter describes the terms of an agreement between the User and the Centre for Lexical Information (CELEX)

Under this agreement, User will receive a CD-ROM disk, known as CELEX Lexical Database, Release 2, containing lexical data in English, Dutch and German. User acknowledges that the copyright to the material on this disk is held by the Centre for Lexical Information, and agrees to use this material only for research purposes. User further agrees not to copy or re-distribute the material to the others outside of User's research group.

User shall send a signed copy of this agreement by facsimile to LDC, fax number (+1) 215 573-2175. Alternately, User shall email an electronic version of the signed agreement to LDC at ldc@ldc.upenn.edu

For ______________________
Signature __________________________
Date ______________________
Name ________________
Title ____________________
